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Ka-BAND MICROUAVE GENERATION USIffiTHE SMITH-%JRCELL EFFECT (U)

Carl A. Ekdahl a)
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alanms, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

(u) The CERETRON microwave generator concept
relies on the conversion of intense relativistic
electron beam (REB) energy into hlghpower micro-
wave emission through the Smith-Purcell effect.
He report initial results frmn experiments with
the production of Ka-band Smith-Purcell rad-
iation generated by a 50-kA, 2.B-MeV beam
propagated through a cylindrical transmission
grating with Lo ■ 1 cm. These experiments
were performed without a quasi-optical
resonator, and the output was limited by
breakdown of the grating and by limited access
through the 90-kG mdgnet coil. Nevertheless,
the measured power output frcrnthese inlttal
experiments was about 7 ktiin the Ka band.

1. (U) INTRODUCTION

(U) The CERETRON concept has been rntivated by
the need for a high-power, monochromatic micro-
wave source for laboratory experiments with
microwave-impulse atr breakdown at 35 GHz and
below, The pcwer requlranent suggests the use
of a pulse-power REB excited microwave tube.
Hwever, for mnst pulse-power REBs, the beam
energy continuously varies during the pulse, and
the micrmave output frequency Wuld not be
monochromatic, but swept, tf it were strongly
dependent on the beam energy. The CERETRON
design is an attsnp+ to circwnvent this annoy-
ance while employing an existing pulse-pwer REtl
at Los Alamos,

(U) The CERETRON mlcrwave generator converts
the energy of an Intense relativistic electron
beam (REB) Into high-power micr

J!%~;~:~~”nusing the Smith-Purcell effect
related to Cerenkov radiation, ~
for efficient beam bunching and hi h gain is ob-

!tained by plactng the cylindrical mith-Purcell
transmission grating on the axis of a toroidal
quast-opttc?l resonator. Hi h efftclency

!results fran the use of a th n, cold,

annular

Harold A. Davis
Los Alamo! National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

REB that can be closely coupled to the
resonant structure. This gewnetry provides the
desired monochromatic micrcwave output for the
CERETRON.

2. (U) OUTPUT FREQUENCY

(U) Radiation is produced by the Smith-Purcell
effect by a charge bunch nmvlng parallel to a
periodic conducting grattn , in a d r ction per-

7 1?pendicular to the rulings Fig. 1). ~ The
image charge induc~ on the grating surface pro-
duces a force on the rmving charge that period-
ically varies with the charge-surface separ-
atlbn. The result is an oscillating dipole with
velocity o = v/c. Electromagnetic waves are
radiated in phase In the e direction if the tim
delay between wavelets excited at successive
ruling is an integral number of periods. The
Huygens construction in Fig, 1 shows the prop-
agation time to be dt = (A. cos e)/ci The
transit time for the charge bunch between
rullngs is h:.= Lo/v, and the phase matching
condition is at - at - N/f. Zero-order
radiation (N-O) is described by the familiar
expression for Cerenkov radiation,
cos e - l/Is, and first-order radiation (N-O),
the Smith-Purcell effect, is described by

A - Ao(+- cos e) . (1)

Many devices for microwave and IR generation
have exploited the Smith-Purcell eff c
radiation frcm a reflection grating.Llo

(U) The same principles can be applied to a
charge bunch passin over the transmission grat-

!;ing consisting of a ternatin cundu t ~g and
8 I’dandtransparent strips shown in ig. 1, ~

Eq. 1 applies equally well to this geunetry.

(U) In the CERETRON, the transmission grating
is an aztmuthally-slotted cylinder, as shown in
Fig. 2, The beam bunching results from inter-
action of the bemn with electric fields re-
inforced by waves reflected back into the
grating fran an external quasi-optical resonator.
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The dominant modes of the resonator are waves
with a transmission angle, o = 90”. This geo-
metry was selected for the CERETRON in order to
achieve the minimun dependence of resonant fre-
quency 011 beam energy, and because it is ideally

~~~tti ‘~~$~~~i~gJ~hO~rJ~~? ~~~”~~~ation
bet;een the wavelength and the grating wave-
length is A = Ao/EI. Differentiationof the
expression for the wavelength of 90” emission
clearly shcws the independence of frequency and
bem energy for a high-energy REB:

where Y ~c2 is the total (rest plus kine-
tic) energy of a beam electron. For example, a
CERETRON usin a 4,5 MeV beam (y - 10) would
have only ‘O,? percent variation in beam
energy. Another example is provided by our REB
in P-Division at Los Alamos. This accelerator
prcduces a 2.8-MeV, 50-kA baam with an 85-ns

1
pulsewidth (FblHM in a magnetically insulated
foilless diode.1 As shown in Fig. 3, the
radiation is expected to be monochromatic over
nmst of the pulse, even in the absence of a
flat-topped voltage pulse,

3. (U) OUTPUT POUER

(U) The power radiated through a transmission
grating by the Smith-Pure 11 effect has been
calculated by Di Franci 5
Bolotovs~iandBur~spv~~ ;heirresult~~re

nd also by

here used for simple estimates of the CERETRON
efficiency, From Di Francla’s work, an ex-
pression for the apparent radiant emittanc? of a
transmission grating can be arrived at:

-+

2
B3 sin eh.~ 2UV 62——

‘o OAO (1 -scose)3

where w is the rate of passage of bunches with
charge q past the grating, which has a trans-

verse dimension D, The distance of the bunch
fran the grating surface is d, For our cyliil-
drical transmission 9ratin9 9aom~~{~t~e= 2*R9

~;~t?n~ ~d-b~% ~$;f.RgT#di$~ensity trans-
mission fact~r, 6 ● sin (tb/~o), is unity for
wr grating, which has an open dinwnsion b =
AO12. For a density mdulated beam the
currant is

1 ● 10 [1 + o cos(wot - koz)] (4)

where ~/k. D OC, The charge in each
“bunch” can be approximated by
q - a loAo/Bc, and the rate by v - Bc~a .
Using these approximations and e = 90 ?n Eq. 3
gives an estimate for the apparent radiant emit-
tance. Multiplying by the emitting surface area
(A- 2sR x Z) gives the total ptier radiated
fran the Smith-Purcell tube:

Pm=60(2VII)2~ Oi ()
l-+

o T

x exp [-4m + ] (W) ,
0

(5)

(U) The exponential evanescent-field factor in
these formulae shows the importance of mini-
mizing the beam-grating separation and using a
high-energy (T>>l) beam for high efficiency.

(U) Close coupling of the beam to the grating
is accanplished by us!ng the thin annular REB

~~~~~ff,~~,~4’0~~ ~~~~~i~~~~~~n~~~~~e~he
SDaCe-CharQe limitd current frcsna diode with
anode and ~athcde radii Ra and Rc is

(kA) , (6)

if yo< ycr ■ [1+4 in (Ra/Rc)]3’2 ,

while if Y. > Ycr , then

[

2

1-34 Yo 1-1 1/2 (kA)
[1+4 in (Ra/Rc)i] (7)

where Y. is related to the diode accelerating

potential by V ■ 511 (Yo - 1) keV, Equation 6
or 7 can be used with Eq, 5 to calculate th
efficiency, n ■ Pm/IV. Uhen this is ev.sl-
uatd, one must use the space-charge depressed
beam energy in the cylindrical grating section,
which t.$

“3 for Y. < Ycr ,
‘SC ■ Yo and Isc

- Yo/[l + 4 ln(R /R )1 for Yo> Ycr .gb

The diode voltage, diode power, and expected
microwave power are shovm in Fig, 3 for our
experiment assuming a l-percent mdulation,
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4. (u) QUASI-OPTICAL RESONAT~

(U) The dependence of the efficiency on the
square of the rmdulatlon tndex, a, emphasizes
the necessity for using a resonator to enhance
the nmdulation through feedback. The CERETRON
design uses a toroidal quasi-optical reson-
~tor.15 The field in a toroidal, “wtsi5Perin9-
gallery” type of resonator can be described by a
set of radially propagating modes that have rmch
in corrsnonwith the axial modes in an open reson-
ator with spherical mirrors. or in a Fabry-perot
etalono Uaves converging on the axis from the
mirrors and waves diverging frcm the axis are
described in full generality by Hankel functions
of the first and second kind. A useful Para-
meter for describing these modes is the phase
factor,

am(kp) ■ fi-l[Jm(ko) + Nm(k~)]-l,

where J and N i?reBessel functions of the first
and second kind, and m is the azimuthal mode
nmber. The resonant wavelengths of the funda-
mental radial mndes that have an axial electric
fleltifor coupling to the grating emission are
given by

‘POO’2P’+:+*]-’ ‘2’0”‘ ‘8)
For the lowest order azimuthal modes,
mm(kpo) - k~~l~ in a resonator with dimen-
sions much great,erthan a wavelength. The case
with the curvature of the toruidal surface, R,
related to the ril,qradfus,
00 by R = 4 Sm(koa)lk iS analogous to the
confocal case for twu spherical mirrors.
Indeed, for k<<R,oo thfs simplifies to the
confocal condition for spherjcal mirrors,
R ■ ‘pot

(U) The Q for toroidal resonators has been cal-
culated by Goubau and Schwerin including dif-
fraction and resistive 10sSeSi~s For copper

~~~[~c~,~~)~, the calculated Q is greater
nators with an axial extent 20

than ~05. This condition cInZo also ensures
good separation of adjacent modes. Furthernmre,
In this limit the cavity eig~nfunctions can bc
approximated by Gauss~an-Hermitn functions,
wh~ch are more tractable than lhe nmre general
Hankel functions.

(U) In particular, because Gaussian-tlermite
functions also describe the modes of spherical-
mfrror resonators, many of the standard fornulae
derivd for laser resonators may be taker,over
for the toroidal quasi-optical resonator. For
exmnple, the resonator g parameter, g ● 1 -
2po/R, can be used to estimate the waist size
nf the mnrh structure,

UNCLASS

that is, ttw axia? extent at o - O;

1/2
~ . [>1
w ,~” (9)

Likewise, the axial extent of the rrodesat the
toroidal reflector is

2100 1/2
Zm. — 1 ( 10)

s (1 - gw

(U) These forrru?aeare befng used to design a
toroidal resonator for the CERETRON that simul-
taneously has adequate rmde separation, a waist
size large enough to cover the axial extent of
the transmission grating (Z9<2W), and a re-
flector dimension large eoough to cover the mode
size to avoid diffraction losses (Zo> Zm).
With such a resonator, large values of the beam
rmdulation, a, and high efficiency can be ex-
pected.

5. (U] DEMONSTRATION EXPERIKNTS

(U) As the first step in the development of a
micrwave generator based on tt,eSmith-Purcell
effect radiation frcsn a transmission grating,
we have performd experiments with the
production of radiation frun a grating using the
Los Alarms P-1 RE9, The 2-cm diamter annu!~r
REB was produced in a smooth-bore magnetron
geometry foilless diode irrsrersedin a 90-kG
magnetic field, The 2,f3-MeV,50-kA beam had a
85-ns pulse-width, and was lCl)-pmor less
th,ck. The b~amwas very cold: its -31J-mr
div rgence gives it a brightness of over 1012

$W/m /Sr, Two different stainlsss steel
transmission gratings were used during the
course of the experlmnts reported here, The
rating parameters for each are listed in Table
f. The grating was surrounded by a 7.6-cm
diameter acrylic vacuum chamber with 3.3-rr?n
thick walls, No external quasi-ortlcal
resonator was used for these preliminary
experiments, Pilcrowaveemission was physically
limited by the Bitter-plate magn~ fc fte~d COI’1,

!which had only a few small (-1 cm ) apertures
for transmission of the 90” Smith-purcell
radiation.

(U) Radiation was collected with a horn located
just outside of the magnet, and was tra,lsmitted
to a rrmte screen rmm through 10,7 nwters of
WR-28 w~v?guide. Microwave signals were
det?cted in the screel,room with a 1N53 crystal
in 6 broadband mount, Highpass filters
consisting of sections of smaller waveguides and
the disp~rsion of the 1(}~ UR-28 waveguide run
allowed some crude frequency resolution of the
rbt~rtd sionals. TWO different h~rns were
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used during the experiments. One of these col-
lected all of the power transmittal through
three apertures in the coil, and the other
collected o ly the power transmittti thrwgh a

!single l-cm aperture. Measurements here made
with the small horn located at several positions
to determine if there was any axial variation in
emission. (None was detected.)

6. (U) RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

(U) The output pover in these initial experl-
nents was very low: only ‘7 kU peak power was
detected in the 32-40 GHz range. A possible
problem with these experiments was breakdown of
the grating and vacuun vessel as a result of
intense electric fields. Breakdown was ob-
servd, antiexperiments are in progress to
attempt to remedy this, It it is assumed that
breakdom or other factors did not limit the
output p~er, the masured micrusve eml sion

icorresponds to a beam rmdulation a < 10- .
This clearly shows the need for a resonator to
improve the efficiency.

(U) in conclusion, we have observed ‘7 kW of
Ka-band Smith-Purcellradiation fran a trans-
mission grating driven with an intense REB.
However, the efficiency is unacceptably low for
use as a high-pcniermicrowave generator without
incorporating an external resonator for improvti

?beam mdulat on,
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Fig. 1

th-Purcell radiaticm from a reflection grating (top) and
sslon grating (bottom).

/’

through a

Fig. 2

(U) The CERETRON concept for a high-power mtcrowave generator based on
Smith-Purcell radiation frca a transmission grating situated In an open,
quasi-optical resonator.
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Fig. 3

(U) Voltage and power waveforms for the Los Alamos P-1 REB and the
expected frequency and pwer output at 90” for a Smith-Purcell radiator
driven by a closely-coupled, 1 percent modulated beam.
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Fig. 4

(U) Diagram showing the necessary elements of a CERETRON microwave gen-
erator. 1. Magnetically-insulateddiode cathode. 2. Magnetlcally-
insulated diode anode. 3. Thin, annular REB, 4. Axial magnetic-field
Cofls. 5. Cylindrical transmission grating. 6. Toroldal quasi-optical
resonator surface. 7, Beam dump, 8. Convergent guide.
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